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A       re we in the battle 

  for the long haul?

Is our country 

headed in the right 

direction? The answer 

to this question 

involves far more than government and elections. To get a more complete picture, 

we should consider these questions as well: Are universities headed in the right 

direction? Is the media headed in the right direction? Are major corporations 

headed in the right direction? You get the drift. 

The far-left worldview has essentially seized control of many of these societal 

institutions. How did this happen? 

The short answer is that those on the far left have played the long game. They have 

taken control of the university system and programs for teacher training. The result 

has now worked its way into corporate America — to the point that I now believe one  

   of the most politically dangerous forces in our country is major corporations. So what  

       can we do about this? One of the most important answers is to invest in programs  

   of excellence that will give freedom a chance in the long haul. 

O n Constitution Day, September 17, I rode my bike 107 

miles to raise money for programs that are making 

significant contributions to the cause of American freedom. 

The ride, in part, supported Blackstone Legal 

Fellowship, ADF’s premier training program for 

America’s law students. Each year, Blackstone takes  

160 of the best and the brightest academically (who 

also demonstrate a solid faith in Christ) and brings 

them into a program of Christian worldview training 

and career development. 

Blackstone Fellows are in high demand as 

judicial law clerks and in other influential legal 

settings, but we are starting to see even greater 

evidence of the value of this long-term strategy. 

The program is now in its 21st year, and some 

Blackstone Fellows have now become federal and 

state judges, partners in prominent firms, law 

professors, and leaders in major government and 

corporate offices. Blackstone is one of the critical 

elements in the long-term battle for freedom. 

I finished my Constitution Day ride in a little 

over eight hours, encountering a trail closure due to 

construction and briefly getting lost along the way 

(worthy causes are seldom easy!). But it was fun.

Some of you supported my ride for the cause of 

freedom, and many others have given to support ADF 

programs including Blackstone through other donation 

efforts. I’m grateful for your support.

In whatever way you choose to engage, I hope you will 

join this battle for the long haul. 

M i n u t e s  W i t h  M i c h a e l

The Long Haul
By Michael Farris, President and CEO
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Front Royal, Virginia
Group prayers before meals are now permitted 
at a Virginia senior center, following intervention 
by ADF Allied Attorneys Robert Showers and 
William R. Thetford Jr.

Prior to the attorneys’ action, public prayer was 
not permitted at Warren County Senior Center, 
where older adults gather for meals and other 
activities. The Virginia Department of Aging and 
Rehabilitative Services and the Shenandoah 
Area Agency on Aging, which administers the 
center, prohibited staff, volunteers, and clients 
from having group prayers before meals, 
claiming that such would constitute the unlawful 
use of federal funds for religious activities.

After Showers and Thetford’s intervention, the 
no-prayer policy was rescinded.

Tallahassee, Florida 
ADF filed a lawsuit against Florida State University 
officials after the school sanctioned the unconstitutional 
retaliation against the FSU student senate president for 
sharing his religious beliefs with other students.

In a private conversation, Jack Denton noted that 
BlackLivesMatter.com, Reclaim the Block, and the 
ACLU advocate for causes opposed to Catholic 
teaching and that Catholic students might wish to 
avoid supporting the organizations financially. After 
another student took screenshots of Denton’s private 
messages and shared them on social media, student 
senators mocked and misrepresented his remarks. 
They removed him from leadership as the student 
senate president two days later.

ADF attorneys sent two letters to university officials 
advising them to address the violation of Denton’s First 
Amendment freedoms. When the university ratified the 
unconstitutional removal, ADF attorneys filed the lawsuit.

Sweden
The European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR) 
declined to hear the case of two Swedish 
midwives who were denied employment in 

Sweden after refusing to perform abortions. 

Linda Steen and Ellinor Grimmark were 
refused employment when they made 
their pro-life stance clear. Steen’s 
would-be employer told her, “It is not 
our policy or our approach to leave any opening for a conscience 
clause.” Grimmark faced a similar situation. A county court ruled 
against her, then ordered her to pay legal costs of 150,000 euros 

(equivalent to $177,900 in U.S. dollars).

In its written decision, the ECtHR agreed that Sweden had 
interfered with the rights of these midwives. But in failing to take up 

the case, “the decision marks a dangerous departure from the court’s 
purpose in protecting fundamental freedoms,” says Robert Clarke, deputy 

director of ADF International.

3

New York City
The New York City Council agreed to pay $100,000 
in attorneys’ fees and nominal damages 
after it repealed a law that censored 
private conversations between 
counseling professionals 
and their patients. 

ADF attorneys 
representing 
Orthodox Jewish 
psychotherapist 
Dovid Schwartz filed a 
federal lawsuit to halt 
enforcement of the law, 
which violated Schwartz’s 
freedom of speech and 
infringed on his religious faith 
and that of his patients.

Adopted in 2018, the law made it illegal to provide 
professional services that helped people address 
unwanted same-sex attractions or confusion over 
gender identity. At the same time, counselors were 
allowed to help clients explore or gain comfort 
with same-sex attraction or transgender identities. 

Louisville, Kentucky 
A federal district court issued an order that 
halts enforcement of a Louisville law against 
a photographer and blogger while her artistic 
freedom lawsuit moves forward in court. 
ADF attorneys represent Chelsey Nelson in 
challenging a local law that forces her to 
use her artistic talents to promote same-sex 
wedding ceremonies if she photographs and 
blogs about weddings between one man and 
one woman. The court also denied the city’s 

request to throw out the lawsuit.

Additionally, the Louisville law 
forbids Nelson and her studio, 

Chelsey Nelson Photography, 
from publicly explaining on her 

studio’s website or social media 
sites the religious reasons 

why she can only celebrate 
wedding ceremonies 

between one man 
and one woman. 

Scottsdale, Arizona
ADF’s Freedom Matters video series has 
marked more than 15 million views since 
launching in May.

Freedom Matters is a long-term campaign 
devoted to raising the importance of 
fundamental freedoms ADF fights for in the 
minds of new audiences. Primarily focused 
on key ADF free speech and religious liberty cases, videos are posted and 
promoted through social media channels. Recent topics include “We Can Do Better 
Than Mere ‘Tolerance’” and “How the Government Punished a Family Business.”

News & Quick Takes
Case Updates From Around The World

WATCH the videos at  
adflegal.org/freedom-matters

I will not back down from my 
views. I will not be intimidated 

into hiding my faith.

‘‘  
P ä i v i  R ä s ä n e n

WATCH a video highlighting this case 
at ADFlegal.org/fj-schwartz

Finland 
In August, Päivi Räsänen, a member of 
the Finnish Parliament, faced her third 
police interrogation after publicly voicing 
her opinion on marriage and family. The 
Finnish prosecutor general suspects her 
of “ethnic agitation,” a crime punishable 
with up to two years imprisonment.

The ongoing legal harassment of Räsänen 
started in June 2019, after she posted a 
tweet directed at her church’s leadership, 
questioning its official sponsorship of 
Helsinki’s “Pride 2019” event. Räsänen 
has already attended two lengthy police 
interviews about the tweet as well as 
a pamphlet she wrote 16 years ago on 
human sexuality. ADF International is 
supporting her defense.

Ellinor Grimmark (left) and Linda 
Steen in front of the European Court 
of Human Rights, which declined to 
hear their religious freedom case

Dovid Schwartz

Päivi Räsänen

Jack Denton

ORDERED TO PAY 

150,000 EUROS  
IN LEGAL COSTS
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It’s deflating. It makes me think that no matter how hard 

I try, my hard work and effort will not matter.”

Ehardt points to her own experience playing high 

school and college basketball as impetus for her support 

of the legislation. 

“Growing up, I was driven by the desire to compete 

at the next level, and I spent a lot of time training to do 

just that,” she said. “But if that opportunity — what was 

supposed to be a female opportunity — was taken by a 

male, that would have crushed me and further confirmed 

that which I was being told at the time: It was a ‘man’s’ 

world.”

No sooner had the Fairness in Women’s Sports Act 

been signed into law than it came under legal 

attack. Within weeks of passage, the ACLU asked a 

federal judge to strike down the law. In August, the 

court allowed ADF to intervene in the lawsuit on behalf 

of Madi and Mary Kate to argue in favor of the law. Since 

the judge also temporarily stopped the state from 

enforcing the law, ADF and the state of Idaho are asking 

a federal appeals court to overturn the temporary ban.

she became the primary sponsor of Idaho’s Fairness in 

Women’s Sports Act. 

Introduced in February of this year, the act passed the 

state legislature and was signed into law by Gov. Brad 

Little in late March. It has a single, straightforward 

purpose: to ensure that only biological females are 

competing in the sports designated for girls and women. 

For 20-year old Idaho State junior Mary Kate Marshall, 

the Fairness in Women’s Sports Act is just common sense. 

A longtime athlete and cross-country runner like Madi, she 

too has raced and lost against June Eastwood. 

“When I lose to another woman, I assume that she must 

train harder than I do, and it drives me to work harder,” says 

Mary Kate. “If I lose to a man, it feels completely different. 

M adison Kenyon was just 3 when she kicked her first 

soccer ball. She’s been passionate about sports ever 

since: 15 years of school and club soccer, and now cross-

country and track competitions for Idaho State University. 

It’s in her blood. “Both of my parents were high 

school athletes, and my mom even competed at the 

collegiate level,” she says. The impact of that first soccer 

kick ran deep. The love of sports that took root that day 

eventually brought Madi a track scholarship that has not 

only helped finance her athletic career, but also her 

dream of becoming a doctor.

“Running is my happy place,” she says, and she was 

even happier to make the cross-country team last year as 

a freshman, competing in the 4k, 3-mile, 5k, and 6k 

events. “I love being able to push my body to its limits, 

and to explore the great outdoors on foot.” 

But for Madi, competitive running is fast coming to a 

halt. Her and her teammates’ ideas of fair competition, it 

seems, are out of step with new, politically correct athletics. 

Last fall Madi learned that she would be racing 

against University of Montana athlete June Eastwood, a 

male, in the upcoming 2020 season. Over the previous 

three years, Eastwood had been competing in the men’s 

division, recording times in several events that were 

faster than the college women’s national records.

Madi’s heart sank as she watched Eastwood easily 

outrun other women at cross-country meets. And when 

she went up against Eastwood herself, the biological male 

athlete edged her out in every event. Madi doesn’t mind 

being beaten in a fair competition. But the need for 

distinctive men’s and women’s athletics is one of those 

issues that, for her, is especially — and understandably 

— clear-cut.

“Competition is not fair,” she says, “when one of the 

athletes in the women’s category is a male with the strength 

and speed advantages that come from male physiology.”

Mary Kate Marshall (left) and Madi Kenyon 

S p e c i a l  F e a t u r e

Fair Play  
The Battle To Save Women’s  
Sports In Idaho And Beyond

By Steve West

Transgender males participating in female sports is a 

growing issue, says Idaho Representative Barbara 

Ehardt. She points to Connecticut, where the state athletic 

association allows male athletes who identify as female to 

compete against women and girls. There, two male athletes 

took more than 85 opportunities to advance to the next 

level of competition from female athletes and won 15 state 

championship titles that previously belonged to nine 

different girls. 

Born in the 1960s, Ehardt played NCAA Division I 

basketball and went on to coach Division I basketball for 

15 years — opportunities that were not available to women 

born just a decade before. Feeling an obligation to protect 

those opportunities for women and girls coming after her, 

I want my future daughters and other 
young girls to be able to have the same 

experiences and opportunities that I had.

‘‘  
M a d i  K e n y o n

Madi Kenyon represents Idaho State at the 2019 Big Sky 
Conference indoor track championship, where male athlete June 

Eastwood easily beat female competitors to win the women’s mile. 
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That came on top of a threat by the NCAA in June 

to pull games scheduled for the 2021 NCAA men’s 

basketball tournament from the state. The athletic 

association said the law was “harmful to transgender 

student-athletes and conflicts with the NCAA’s core 

values of inclusivity, respect, and the equitable 

treatment of all individuals.” In July, over 300 female 

athletes urged the NCAA to reject the boycott.

ADF Legal Counsel Christiana Holcomb, who is 

defending the Idaho law, says that while those who 

support allowing biological males to unfairly compete 

against women may hold the “levers of power,” they 

don’t represent the average American. 

“I think the vast majority of the American public 

actually agrees with us on this issue, but they’re silent 

out of a fear of being called names, of being labeled a 

bigot or transphobe,” says Holcomb. She points to a 

recent poll that found that only 29% of Americans 

support allowing transgender athletes to compete based 

on their gender identity.

Courage begets courage,” says Holcomb. “As female 

athletes and others stand up for women’s rights in 

sports, change can come.” Yet if policies allowing 

biological males to participate on female teams go 

unchallenged, she says the effect would be the “end of 

women’s sports as we know it, the eradication of women 

from the podium.” Sports would be dominated by males. 

That, says Holcomb, would completely undercut the 

purpose of Title IX of the Civil Rights Act, the 1972 law 

that leveled the playing field for female athletes and led to 

their full participation in high school and college sports.

The U.S. Department of Education strongly agreed, 

warning Connecticut schools in August that allowing 

males to compete in girls’ sports violates Title IX. 

Support has also come from the Department of Justice, 

which weighed in on the side of female athletes in 

Connecticut who, with ADF’s assistance, are fighting a 

policy allowing biological males to compete against 

women athletes. And in late September, several U.S. 

senators introduced a bill to clarify Title IX’s definition 

of sex as based solely on a 

person’s reproductive biology and 

genetics at birth.

“Sports was the air I breathed 

growing up, and the air I breathe 

now,” says Madi. “I want my 

future daughters and other 

young girls to be able to have the 

same experiences and 

opportunities that I had. 

“I do not want to see women’s 

sports fade away as a separate 

category because males who 

identify as females are allowed to 

compete in women’s divisions as 

if they were women.” 

Steve West is a Raleigh, North 

Carolina, attorney and 

correspondent for WORLD 

magazine, where he covers First 

Amendment issues. Sign up for 

WORLD’s weekly Liberties 

newsletter at wng.org/newsletters.

I think the vast majority of the American public actually agrees with us on this issue,  
but they’re silent out of a fear of being called names, of being labeled a bigot or transphobe.

‘‘  
C h r i s t i a n a  H o l c o m b

Connecticut track athletes (from left) Alanna Smith, Chelsea Mitchell, and Selina Soule are fighting 
a Connecticut Interscholastic Athletic Conference policy that allows biological males to compete 
against girls.

For Michael Tinubu*, working as an 

attorney in his home country of 

Nigeria is much more than a career. It is 

his way of serving his fellow Christians, many of whom 

face significant persecution — especially if they leave 

Islam to come to Christ. 

In 2019, Tinubu received a call asking for help 

defending a girl named Nasha who had converted from 

Islam to Christianity. When the girl’s family learned about 

her decision to follow Christ, they demanded that she 

abandon her Christian faith. She refused. So her family 

took her to an Islamic cleric’s house, where she was 

imprisoned, tortured, and starved in an effort to make 

her renounce Christ. 

Nasha managed to escape and fled to another 

Nigerian state, where she found refuge with a childhood 

friend, also a Christian. Shortly after, the friend was 

detained by a police inspector who demanded to know 

where Nasha was. When the friend refused to reveal 

Nasha’s location, the friend was brought to court on 

charges of abduction but was discharged for lack of 

evidence. Nasha continued to be threatened by her family 

and the police for persevering in her Christian faith. 

Moved by the girl’s plight, Tinubu agreed to take  

her case. But he knew he would have to rely on God and 

the relationships God had given him to secure justice for 

his client. 

T inubu’s journey toward that phone call had started 

decades earlier, when he was a boy. 

“I grew up in a community where the dream of every 

family was to have either an attorney or a medical doctor 

in the family,” he says. “As a child of a retired policeman, 

my dream was to be an attorney.” With the support of his 

widowed mother, he passed the bar exam in Nigeria in 1989. 

From the beginning, Tinubu dedicated his career to 

God. A member of a Christian lawyers’ association, he 

specializes in defending widows and orphans. He also 

works to uphold religious liberty throughout the country 

— especially in northern Nigeria, where many Muslims are 

now converting to Christianity, just like Nasha.   

After learning 

about Alliance Defending 

Freedom, Tinubu joined the 

ADF community as an Allied 

Attorney. Most of the religious 

liberty cases he takes are pro bono. So when he heard 

about the persecution Nasha was experiencing, he knew 

exactly who to call. 

With a grant from ADF, Tinubu was able to obtain an 

injunction from the state’s High Court, restraining those 

who were trying to force the girl to return to Islam. Now 

she is able to follow Christ in safety.

 Working as a Christian attorney in Nigeria has its 

challenges, Tinubu admits. “You are always seen 

as the last hope of the downtrodden,” he says. And in 

conversion cases, a Christian attorney runs the risk of 

being seen as the “brain behind the conversion,” which 

attracts negative attention from the police and fellow 

attorneys. 

But the career Tinubu dreamed of since boyhood 

has rewards that far outweigh the difficulties. 

“I find joy in the restoration of hope to a victim of 

religious persecution,” he says. He knows how important 

it is for new converts to have the freedom to meet other 

Christians, grow, and practice their faith — and through 

his advocacy, he is able to give his fellow Christians the 

gift of that freedom. 

*Names have been changed for security reasons.

I find joy in the restoration of hope to  
a victim of religious persecution.  

‘‘  
M i c h a e l  T i n u b u

Michael Tinubu
By Jane Scharl 

A l l i a n c e  P r o f i l e
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C o v e r  S t o r y

Speak Freely
 Free Speech Heads To Supreme Court, As ADF  

   Represents Students Silenced For Speaking Their Faith
 By Karen Kurtz

I
t’s a command delivered by sullen teens,  
ill-mannered businesspeople, even generally  
good-hearted people on a bad day. 

Shut up. 
The words are rude, abrasive. But that message 

is proclaimed, in one way or another, on public 

university campuses across America.

Don’t talk about your conservative views. Don’t tell me 

about your faith. Don’t invite a speaker I don’t like to your 

event. Don’t say, write, text, or post anything I may not 

agree with. 

Just. Shut. Up.

campus should be a marketplace of ideas, where views 

are shared, discussed, and debated — not squelched. 

T he Center for Academic Freedom consistently 

fights for that ideal, securing over 430 victories for 

campus free speech since its founding in 2006.

“We’ve had great success over the years in defending 

free speech,” says Barham, who joined CAF shortly after 

its founding. “The battle is by no means over. But when a 

student takes a stand, usually we see victory. The Lord 

blesses our efforts, usually, in some fashion or another.”

Those victories can have widespread effects. 

Public universities are bound by the First 

Amendment. But time and again — and now, more than 

ever — university administrators find countless ways to 

shut down student speech. 

“On campuses today, the dominant idea is that if I 

don’t like what you’re saying, I have the right to shut you 

down,” says Travis Barham, deputy director for the ADF 

Center for Academic Freedom (CAF). “I have the right to 

silence you because I have a right not to be offended.”

Due to the leftist tilt of most universities, it’s 

usually the conservative and Christian perspectives that 

are repressed, mocked, or silenced, he says. But a 

“This is one of the strategic mission fields within 

our culture,” Barham says. “All of our future leaders, by 

and large, are going to come through university 

campuses. If we can make a difference there, that will 

have long-term benefits for the country, not just the 

campuses.”

Those long-term benefits are secured one case at a 

time, as a student finds the courage to make a stand. 

This story highlights four of those courageous students: 

Amelia, Brian, and Ellie, who have celebrated recent 

victories, and Chike, whose case is currently before the 

U.S. Supreme Court. 

9 10
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All the trouble started with a 
seemingly benign request.

I heard you’re getting Love Saxa back together,” a 

friend said, referring to the Georgetown University 

club Amelia Irvine had jump-started that semester, after 

its previous leader and many of its members graduated 

the year before. “Would you like to write an opinion 

piece about it?” 

The friend, an editor at Georgetown’s student 

newspaper, offered simple guidelines: “Really anything 

you want, just presenting the group and reintroducing it.”

Amelia, a junior, liked the idea. The fall semester 

had just begun, and she was working to recruit a few 

freshmen to Love Saxa, a campus group dedicated to 

sexual integrity and healthy relationships. 

She was well aware of the hookup culture that 

characterized her campus. But she also knew there were 

others like her, who shared the view that sex should be 

saved for marriage. She hoped to draw students who 

would read her article and realize they weren’t alone in 

their beliefs. 

“A lot of people start college and assume they’re the 

only ones who have these conservative Christian beliefs 

— the only ones who aren’t hooking up with people, who 

aren’t watching pornography,” Amelia says. “I wanted to 

say, ‘Actually, no, there’s a lot of us who think this way.’”

H er article, “Confessions of a College Virgin,” 

appeared in the paper a week later — and quickly 

ignited a storm on campus. Amelia expected to be mocked 

for her view that sex should be saved for marriage. 

Instead, readers latched on to a sentence toward the 

end of the piece, stating the club’s defense of traditional 

marriage. 

“That’s when all the craziness started,” she says. “Lots 

of Facebook comments, lots of Facebook posts.” For 

several weeks, the group was shamed in the student 

paper. Some readers couldn’t believe that anyone, in 2017, 

would be opposed to same-sex marriage. 

Students also attacked Amelia personally, calling her 

“the B word” under their breath or shouting “I love sex!” 

when they spotted her on campus. 

“It escalated pretty quickly, and more than I 

expected,” Amelia says. 

Calling Love Saxa “homophobic” and “archaic,” LGBTQ 

student activists filed a petition demanding that 

Georgetown derecognize the club. Amelia contacted ADF 

as soon as she learned that the Student Activities 

Commission planned to hold a formal hearing to discuss 

the club’s future. 

“The attorneys did a really good job of helping me 

think through my arguments,” she says. They also 

worked with her to sift through media requests, and 

sent well-timed notes of encouragement when she was 

feeling overwhelmed. Amelia also credits them with 

sending a “scary lawyer letter” to the university, pointing 

out its wrongdoing in threatening the club’s existence.

T he hearing was four hours, lasting past midnight, 

and drew a crowd so large it had to be moved 

from a boardroom to a large auditorium next door 

— and even then, onlookers spilled into the hallway. 

Amelia and the club’s vice president were hammered with 

questions about the club’s mission and activities, and 

about their personal beliefs. 

“It was very intense,” says Amelia. “It’s one of the few 

times in my life that I’ve very much felt spiritual warfare 

going on. There was a certain darkness around the whole 

thing. But there were also so many people praying for us.”

The commission voted 8–4 to take no action against 

Love Saxa. Following the hearing, students sometimes 

turned up at the club’s events just to mock the group or 

make rude comments, but the harassment soon died 

down. 

But the next semester, Amelia learned that two 

donations had been sent to the university to support Love 

Saxa and were misdirected to LGBTQ groups instead. The 

gifts had come from alumni and parents who had learned 

about Amelia’s article and the resulting backlash, and 

wanted to support the club.

Again, Amelia called on ADF, which helped Love Saxa 

reclaim the donations. 

T hree years later, she is grateful for what she learned 

by standing up for her beliefs.

“Growing up, you are always told, ‘One day there will 

be a time when you will stand up for your Christian 

beliefs, and people are going to hate you for it,’” she says. 

“And even though this was hardly an extreme, for me it 

was an experience of a little social persecution and 

knowing that I can handle it — all things through Christ.”

After the ordeal, Amelia reconnected with a high 

school teacher who expressed both admiration and surprise 

at her courageous stand. “Amelia,” he said, “when you were 

in school, if I were to think, ‘Who’s going to go out and rally 

the troops?’ you wouldn’t have been in the top 10.”

“That’s the truth,” she says, laughing. “But I was in a 

situation where I felt absolutely led to go forward, and I 

felt equipped in that moment to do what I needed to do,” 

she says. 

“And I learned that I’m capable of being a voice.”

Ameliªa

On campuses today, the dominant idea 
is that if I don’t like what you’re saying, 

I have the right to shut you down.

‘‘  
T r a v i s  B a r h a m

A lot of people start college 
and assume they’re the 

only ones who have these 
conservative Christian beliefs.

‘‘  
A m e l i a  I r v i n e

Amelia Irvine promotes Love Saxa at a Georgetown campus event.
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“The impression I got was, ‘I love you, I love you, I 

love you,’” he says. “Things I’d been dealing with — fear, 

depression, everything else — just peeled away, one layer 

at a time.

“From there, I couldn’t deny.”

He started college at University of Colorado, Colorado 

Springs (UCCS) that fall, and soon joined a group that 

supported his growing faith. Ratio Christi, a Christian 

apologetics organization, seeks to defend the Christian 

faith and explain how the Bible applies to cultural, ethical, 

and political issues.

Brian was immediately drawn to 

the group’s intellectual focus. At Ratio 

Christi, he found like-minded friends, 

as well as a place to explore, discuss, 

and debate viewpoints and beliefs. He 

also found help for times of spiritual 

drought.

“There are moments where it feels 

like God is absent,” he says. 

“Especially in college, where you’re 

surrounded by a culture that says 

what you believe is nonsense.” 

Apologetics, he says, propped up his 

faith, teaching him to think critically 

about the things he believed. 

Eventually, Brian became Ratio 

Christi’s president. But the group was small and 

dwindling, struggling to draw new members because it 

had been unable to obtain registered status from UCCS. 

Without that designation, Ratio Christi couldn’t reserve 

rooms on campus, hold events there, or advertise its 

meetings. But the university refused to register Ratio 

Christi as an official club, because the group requires its 

leaders to be professing Christians. 

“I thought it was absurd,” Brian says. “You wouldn’t 

expect a registered Democrat to be the leader of a college 

Republicans’ chapter. That would raise a ton of red flags 

as to their motives and, of course, their qualifications.”

The group spent almost three years applying and 

reapplying for registered status, running into one 

roadblock after another. After ADF 

filed a lawsuit on Ratio Christi’s 

behalf, UCCS updated its policies to 

ensure that any student club may 

require its leaders to hold beliefs 

consistent with the group’s mission. 

Ratio Christi is now able to meet 

and hold events on campus, and the 

club’s visibility has grown as a result. 

Following a fall 2019 event with 

biochemist and author Michael Behe, 

the club gained three new members. 

Eight others expressed interest in the 

group after a recent club fair. 

Now graduated, Brian has stayed 

involved with Ratio Christi, grateful 

for the role it played in his early years 

as a Christian. “There's no other 

group that does what Ratio Christi does,” he says. “It's 

entirely unique from the apologetics aspect of it.” 

For Brian, that was crucial. 

“My faith saved my life from suicide, and apologetics 

has saved my faith.”

14

Brian Blevins was quietly 
contemplating suicide when a friend, 

recognizing signs of depression, 
invited him to church and suggested 

he start reading the Bible.  

Brian was skeptical. He’d gone to Sunday school as 

a child, but his family had mostly stopped going to 

church — turning up for Christmas and Easter services, 

but nothing more. By now he was practically an atheist.

But he was willing to give the friend’s suggestion a try. 

His high school graduation was approaching, and 

he’d found himself with no direction, and no hope for the 

years ahead. 

“I was thinking that, as humans, everything we do has 

no ultimate purpose,” he says. “That made me go, OK, 

why am I going to even live? Life is full of suffering; life is 

full of challenges. I might as well just end it early.”

He’d been thinking about that for a while, and had 

even written a suicide note.

Instead, he picked up a Bible. He read quickly, 

absorbing the words, measuring what he was learning 

against things he already knew.

“I got to Exodus, and I read about the laws and how 

strict the punishments are,” he says. “If you don’t do this, 

you’re going to die. If you touch the wrong thing or say 

the wrong thing, you’re going to die. It’s the death penalty 

all over the place.” 

He compared that to the Gospel’s message of grace 

and forgiveness. “And I’m thinking those two don’t mix,” 

he says. “Either God is 

a tyrant, or He's a 

gracious, loving father.”

Praying for the first 

time, Brian asked 

God to prove that He 

existed, and to show him what kind of God He was. It was 

a Friday night. By Sunday morning, he had his answer.

He’d started attending church a few weeks before, 

and this Sunday he listened as the congregation joined 

voices in a praise song. “There was a long stretch of the 

song just saying, ‘He loves us,’ over and over again,” Brian 

recalls. In what he describes as a “face-to-face encounter 

with God,” he realized the words were personal. 

Brian

There are moments where 
it feels like God is absent 
— especially in college, 

where you’re surrounded by 
a culture that says what you 

believe is nonsense.

‘‘  
B r i a n  B l e v i n s

VISIT: Learn about other 
campus free speech victories at 
CenterForAcademicFreedom/org

When a student 
takes a stand, 

usually we  
see victory.

‘‘  
T r a v i s  B a r h a m

Ratio Christi seeks to defend the Christian faith and explain how the Bible applies to cultural, ethical, and political issues.
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El lie

ADF takes the reins when it 
comes to all the litigation, so 
that you’re able to keep living 

your life without having to worry 
about all the legal matters.

‘‘  
E l l i e  W i t t m a n

15

Ellie Wittman came to expect the 
vandalism that occurred every fall, 
after her campus group set up its 

annual pro-life display.

The Cemetery of the Innocents was a tidy arrangement 

of small white crosses on the Miami University of 

Ohio Hamilton campus, symbolizing lives lost to abortion. 

Ellie, president of the campus Students for Life group, 

loved the peaceful display and its commemoration of 

unborn children.

“It immediately signals to people, ‘This is death. This 

is something that should be mourned.’”

Not everyone agreed. Vandals kicked over the crosses 

or ripped them from the ground, sometimes repeatedly, 

during the one to two weeks the Cemetery was on display. 

Once Ellie’s group found many of the crosses stuffed in a 

nearby trash can. 

“It gets vandalized every year,” she says. “I hate to 

say it, but it’s kind of expected.”

What she didn’t expect was resistance from the 

university itself.

A fter requesting 

permission for 

the display in 2017, 

a Student Activities 

administrator told 

Ellie her group would 

have to post warning signs around the campus to alert 

students to the content of the display. The administrator 

called the Cemetery “polarizing” and feared that it would 

cause “emotional trauma” for some who viewed it. 

Ellie considered setting up the display as planned and 

posting the "trigger warnings" that were now required. 

“We really want to reach women,” she reasoned. “We want 

to reach people who are pro-choice.” 

But she knew the warning signs would prevent many 

of those people — the ones her group most wanted to 

reach — from viewing the display. Her regional Students 

for Life coordinator put her in touch with ADF, which 

steered her in a different direction. 

“This is blatantly unconstitutional,” Barham told her. 

“We can actually sue your school for this.” 

The underlying problem was the approval process for 

the possibility of a lawsuit. They shared her initial 

reluctance.

“I don’t think they envisioned their college student 

suing their school, so they were a little bit uneasy about 

it,” she says. “But we researched ADF, and it looked like 

a really solid organization.” 

As a client, she was grateful for how much her 

attorneys handled for her. “ADF takes the reins when it 

comes to all the litigation, so that you’re able to keep 

living your life without having to worry about all the legal 

matters,” she says. “I think that was just really 

admirable.”

It wasn’t long before the thought hit her: “I want to 

work for this organization.’’

Three years later, that desire became a reality. In 

June, Ellie joined ADF as a media relations specialist for 

the Center for Academic Freedom, providing support for 

students fighting free speech battles much like her own. 

She is certain she was called to this work, beginning 

with her first interactions with ADF.

“It’s so cool,” she marvels. “It was clearly the hand of 

God in my life, guiding me this way. I was planning to go 

into politics, but didn’t know where.” 

Instead, “three years later, here I am.”

campus exhibits, which allowed 

administrators to deny permits 

for any reason, including 

unconstitutional viewpoint 

discrimination. University 

officials had not demanded 

trigger warnings in the past for 

displays supporting 

transgender rights or displays 

against domestic violence.

A t first, Ellie was reluctant 

to pursue a lawsuit. Would 

her grades suffer? Would her 

professors retaliate 

against her? Barham 

assured her that 

those possibilities 

were unlikely. And 

there would be more 

value in the long 

run, he told her, to 

forego the display 

that year and fight 

the unconstitutional 

policy instead.

“If you are able to 

win this lawsuit and 

change this policy, this 

is going to last forever,” she remembers Barham telling 

her. “This will be long-lasting for every student that 

follows you, because you don’t want to keep running into 

this year after year. You don’t want anyone to run into this 

year after year.”

She was convinced.

“It was such a better return on investment than 

setting up the display and being shut down by the 

university because we didn’t do what they said,” she says. 

Four months later, the university agreed to revise its 

policies to respect the free speech of all students, 

regardless of their viewpoint. 

E llie encountered none of the harassment she’d 

feared, and in fact received support from unexpected 

sources, including classmates who didn’t share her 

political views. “This is great for everybody, because it’s a 

universal policy,” one classmate told her. “This isn’t going 

to discriminate against one group or the other.”

But it was the support she received from ADF that 

made the most lasting impression. 

She’d never heard of ADF until Students for Life  

put her in touch with the ministry. Neither had her 

parents, she discovered when she talked to them about 

DONATE to defend the rights 
of students to speak freely at 
ADFlegal.org/fj-donate

It was clearly the hand of God in my life, 
guiding me this way.

‘‘  
E l l i e  W i t t m a n

The Cemetery of the 
Innocents symbolizes lives 
lost to abortion. Each cross 
represents 10 babies that 
die by abortion each day. 

Photo courtesy of Students for Life of America
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he continued to speak about his faith. In addition to 

speech zones, the college also had a speech code, which 

said that no one could say anything that “disturbs the 

peace and/or comfort of person(s).”

“Well, that defeats the whole purpose of the First 

Amendment,” Chike observed, knowing that free speech 

means being able to say things others might not want to 

hear. “I tried to be reasonable, and I was really trying to be 

very cordial. But they shut me down.”

He tried to weigh this against 

the speech that was allowed, thinking 

of the loud, pulsing music that often 

reverberated across the campus from 

the courtyard. “The entire campus 

would be shaking from music that 

was not wholesome,” he says. “And 

then I go out there in a very calm, 

civil way, and I get shut down.”

Chike knew he had to do something. So he reached 

out to ADF, which filed a lawsuit against Georgia 

Gwinnett College on his behalf. 

College officials argued at first that speech sharing 

religious beliefs was not protected by the Constitution. 

Later, they adjusted their policies in response to the 

lawsuit — but they did nothing to address the way they 

had violated Chike’s free speech rights. There was no 

apology, no admission of wrongdoing. 

After waiting a year to rule, a federal court dismissed 

the case because the school had changed its policies and 

Chike had graduated by that time. A federal court of 

appeals agreed. But the college shouldn’t get a free pass, 

says Barham. 

“They want to walk away and say, ‘Well, we changed 

the policy, and therefore what happened to Chike doesn’t 

matter,’” he says. “And that’s not right.”

When courts don’t step in and hold government 

officials accountable for violating someone’s 

constitutional rights, he explains, that inaction enables the 

government to violate someone else’s rights in the future.

Chike’s case is now before the U.S. Supreme Court, 

providing another chance for him to obtain justice. For 

Chike, the case is less about the violation of his own 

rights than it is about the larger implications. 

“For this to happen in Georgia, I would say the buckle 

of the Bible belt — it made me realize that the freedom to 

engage in unpopular speech is quickly being eroded in 

America,” Chike says. “This case is an opportunity for us 

to fight back and for [the government] to stop overreaching 

on the First Amendment.” 

For Barham, the nature of this particular case makes 

it especially rewarding. 

“It’s exciting that this case is all about proclaiming 

the Gospel on campus,” he says. “ADF exists to keep the 

doors open for the spread of the Gospel, and here we are 

at the Supreme Court defending a man’s right to present 

the Gospel on campus. 

“You can’t get better than that.” 

Sarah Kramer also contributed to this story.

WATCH:  
Hear Chike’s story 
in his own words at 
ADFlegal.org/fj-Chike

Chike

For this to happen in Georgia, 
I would say the buckle of the 

Bible belt — it made me realize 
that the freedom to engage in 
unpopular speech is quickly 

being eroded in America.

‘‘  
C h i k e  U z u e g b u n a m

When Chike Uzuegbunam  
started college, God changed the 

trajectory of his life. 

Chike grew up in a Christian home. He went to church 

and believed God was real, but he didn’t understand 

how that impacted his life. “I saw Christ as a historical 

figure — pretty much like Abraham Lincoln or Alexander the 

Great,” he says. 

His perspective changed when he enrolled in Georgia 

Gwinnett College and attended a campus Bible study, where 

members of the group came alongside him and walked him 

through Scripture line by line.

Something clicked. Suddenly, 

Chike understood the personal 

nature of the Gospel and the 

salvation that was available to him 

through Christ. 

“I realized that what God had 

done He had done for me,” he says. 

“My view of Jesus Christ changed dramatically. He went from 

being an ordinary guy in the past to — now He’s everything.”

Chike couldn’t keep that Good News to himself. 

He set out across the sprawling Georgia Gwinnett 

campus between classes, looking for opportunities to share 

the message that had changed his life. But college officials 

were not so enthusiastic about his newfound passion to tell 

others about his faith. 

He was handing out pamphlets and talking about 

his faith in an outdoor campus area when a 

college official stopped him. The official told him he 

had to reserve one of two speech zones the college had 

designated for students who wished to engage in free 

speech. The speech zones amounted to a sidewalk and a 

patio that made up far less than 1% of the campus — the 

equivalent of a piece of paper on a football field. 

Chike did as he was told. He applied for permission, 

submitted the pamphlets for review, and reserved a time 

in one of the tiny speech zones. But when he started 

sharing the Gospel in the speech zone during his 

designated time, he was stopped again. 

Someone had complained, campus police told him, 

making him guilty of “disorderly conduct.” He was 

ordered to stop, and threatened with disciplinary action if 

They want to walk away and say, ‘Well, 
we changed the policy, and therefore 

what happened to Chike doesn’t matter.'

‘‘  
T r a v i s  B a r h a m

Chike Uzuegbunam (left) and Travis Barham
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Garry Leist

Brian Cochran and Alveda King
I f you’ve had the chance to fly recently, you know it 

looks very different than it used to.

Every step, from the moment you get out of your car 

until you board the plane, is met with a reminder to stay 

six feet away from the nearest human being. There are 

signs overhead, stuck on the floor, taped to the escalator, 

and just about anywhere else you look. Everyone wears a 

mask, and most conversations with airport staff are 

conducted through plexiglass.

Then you crowd into an airplane, where you share 

recycled oxygen and sit no more than 18 inches from 

your neighbor for the duration of the flight. 

This is the world we find ourselves in. Human 

interaction is prohibited unless someone decides it serves 

a purpose essential to our way of life.

I don’t question the need to make those decisions, 

but I am very concerned when they are being made 

without any consideration of our constitutionally protected 

freedoms, including our right (and need) to worship.

C  alvary Chapel Dayton Valley, where I serve as senior 

pastor, isn’t a place you’d imagine drawing national 

attention. Far away from the neon lights of Las Vegas, 

rural Nevada has almost a heartland feel. We have a salt-

of-the-earth congregation, its members perfectly content 

to work hard from 8 to 5, and devoutly seek God 24/7. 

We typically hold two services in our 200-seat sanctuary, 

but that changed very quickly earlier this year. Now we 

operate with more services — and much fewer seats. 

A virus made its way across the world at alarming 

speed, and now COVID-19 has a say in anything and 

everything we do.

Our congregation is family, so we didn’t spend much 

time debating. More than a hundred seats came out of the 

sanctuary so we could properly distance the other 85 or 

so. Masks were required, and sanitation teams wiped 

down every surface.

For Las Vegas casinos, 50% 

capacity can mean thousands of 

patrons. If you’ve ever seen the 

inside of a casino, you know that 

what occurs there involves far 

less physical distancing and 

other safety measures than our 

worship services. The state has 

made no effort to show that 

church attendance under Calvary 

Chapel’s plan is riskier than what 

goes on in casinos. 

God is rarely given the credit 

He deserves for His sense of 

humor. But you can see the irony 

in the fact that I spent almost  

14 years providing training for 

every Gaming Control Board 

agent in Nevada. Due to my time 

with the board, I have no problem 

telling you it is ludicrous to 

believe that casinos are being 

regulated for COVID-19 the way 

the government claims. But even 

if they were, it doesn’t justify the 

governor treating Calvary Chapel 

worse than Caesars Palace. 

The injustice was clear to  

our congregation. Our elder 

board gathered to discuss our 

situation, and after everyone 

went home to pray, we all came 

back with the same thought.  

We need to fight this.

W ith the help of Alliance 

Defending Freedom, we 

went to court in May, hoping 

for a preliminary injunction 

that would allow us at least the 

same treatment the casinos are 

receiving. We were denied.

We appealed to the 9th 

Circuit Court of Appeals, asking 

if we could meet with our usual numbers until the appeal 

was finally resolved. We were denied.

We made the same request of the U.S. Supreme Court, 

only to be denied again.

I’m not surprised the governor has fought us at every 

step along the way. As far as our state government is 

concerned, the church isn’t “essential.” But we know 

nothing could be further from the truth. So, we continue 

to stand and fight for what is right and fair.  

Is Caesars Palace  
More Essential Than 

Calvary Chapel?
By Garry Leist

M y  V i e w

So you can imagine my 

surprise when Nevada’s 

governor decided that 

churches could not host more 

than 50 people at any one 

service, no matter the size of 

the building or steps taken to protect the people inside. 

While casinos can operate at half capacity. Restaurants, 

too. Also gyms, movie theaters, and amusement parks.

We continue to press our case with the 9th Circuit, 

trying to convince the court that the 50-person cap on 

religious gatherings is unconstitutional. And now we 

pray and wait.  

This is not a mere political stance for us. This is about 

the spiritual, mental, physical, and emotional well-being 

of the church. Believers minister to each other when they 

come together. It might be a simple word of encouragement 

or a smile. A well-placed embrace or even, at times, a 

rebuke that helps someone right his or her path. This 

cannot happen in drive-in or virtual church services. 

A member of our congregation recently confessed  

to me that his marriage was on the verge of collapse 

before his family was able to return to church. They 

almost failed because they didn’t have the church body 

and fellowship to lean on — to seek advice, celebrate 

victories, and share failures.

After closing to flatten the curve and then holding  

 drive-in church for a couple of weeks, we resumed 

in-person services in June. We have complied with all 

the safety recommendations of the CDC by reducing our 

numbers and social distancing. This has meant adding an 

extra service and shortening our service times.    

But under the governor’s order, we face criminal and 

civil penalties if more than 50 people show up at any of 

our services. All the while, the governor has allowed 

thousands of people to gather around slot machines and 

card tables throughout the state’s many casinos. 

This is just wrong. And it’s unconstitutional. Even 

during a pandemic, the government cannot ignore the 

constitutional freedoms of religious organizations by 

treating them worse than secular ones. The First 

Amendment should never be suspended. 

But more importantly, Jesus Christ and the salvation 

He brings to the world are essential. In times of great 

trouble, the people of God and His church can offer 

words of hope and healing. Rather than shutting the 

church’s doors, our government leaders should look to 

the church to bring this much-needed message of hope 

and peace. 

The state has made no effort to show that 
church attendance under Calvary Chapel’s 

plan is riskier than what goes on in casinos.

‘‘  
G a r r y  L e i s t

WATCH a video 
highlighting this case at 
ADFlegal.org/fj-casinos
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disagrees with. The SPLC splashes the word “hate” around 

liberally, but does not define it clearly. 

SPLC’s “Hate Map” includes Alliance Defending 

Freedom, the Family Research Council, the Ruth Institute, 

and the American College of Pediatricians. And its 

“Hatewatch” blog — the precursor to the Hate Map — 

includes Franklin Graham, Focus on the Family, the Ethics 

and Religious Liberty Commission, The Heritage 

Foundation, Dennis Prager, PragerU, the Federalist Society, 

and the Catholic Medical Association. In short, the SPLC 

slaps the term “hate” onto opinions it disagrees with. This 

includes millennia-old views held by millions of people of 

Christian and other faiths that sex is biological and 

immutable and that marriage is between a man and woman. 

Americans should have the freedom to speak and live 

out their deeply held beliefs without fear of government 

takes little imagination to know where that would lead. 

The SPLC also has a hand in online censorship. It is 

actively working to convince Facebook, YouTube, and 

other social media platforms to silence certain 

viewpoints. And Amazon tells customers they cannot use 

the AmazonSmile program to donate to any nonprofit on 

SPLC’s Hate Map — including ADF.  

This “cancel culture” punishes Christians and 

conservatives in academia as well. That’s what happened 

to ADF client Jack Denton, who was ousted from his role 

as president of the Florida State University student senate 

after sharing his personal Catholic beliefs in private text 

conversations.

By God’s grace, ADF and our allied organizations are 

standing in the gap to protect free speech from 

“cancel culture.” The SPLC and its allies want to crush 

speech that they disagree with. ADF knows that this kind 

of censorship is destructive and dangerous. 

In a free society, everyone will encounter viewpoints 

they disagree with. That may be uncomfortable. But that 

discomfort is part of living in a free society, and trying to 

eliminate it by crushing and punishing everyone who 

holds a different opinion is inviting thought conformity 

and totalitarianism. 

More speech means that more people are exposed to 

more ideas — and the truth has a better chance of being 

heard. 

To that end, ADF is working to build a free speech 

coalition. This coalition is rallying around the Philadelphia 

Statement on Civil Discourse, which condemns the SPLC’s 

practice of blacklisting. 

Instead, the Philadelphia 

Statement calls on 

Americans to reaffirm 

their commitment to free 

speech and denounce 

these horrible tactics. 

The road to recovery 

from “cancel culture” will be long and hard. But we can do 

it if we join together and stand up — right now — for the 

rights of all Americans to live and speak according to 

their deeply held beliefs. 

I   n just a few years, what started as an internet joke has 

exploded to become one of the most talked-about 

phenomenas of 2020 — and one of the biggest threats to 

freedom of speech and freedom of conscience that our 

nation faces. It is called cancel culture. 

The term “cancel culture” refers to the practice of 

“canceling” a person, business, or group that the far left 

has deemed “problematic.” It began as a way to jokingly 

mock others for their opinions. But today, cancel culture 

is anything but a joke. Instead, it is an all-too-common 

technique used to silence conservative, traditional, and 

Christian viewpoints and punish those who hold them.

The strategy of “canceling” is not new. For decades, 

the radical left-wing organization Southern Poverty Law 

Center (SPLC) has been using the basic roadmap of cancel 

culture to bully and malign individuals and groups it 

or societal punishment. The SPLC “cancel” mindset puts 

this essential aspect of living in a free and pluralistic 

society at serious risk. If their outlook prevails, it will 

hardly matter that our Constitution strongly protects free 

speech rights — because people will be too afraid to 

exercise them. We are already seeing this, with a recent 

poll showing that 62% of people are afraid to express 

their views.

T he cancel culture mindset is spreading. Today, woke 

social-media users follow the SPLC down this 

dangerous path. They identify a person or a group they 

want to cancel, then dig up an old paper, report, or 

comment from the victim that they deem offensive. From 

there, the canceling can spread like wildfire.  

Being canceled can have enormous personal 

consequences for the victim, including threats, doxing 

(the unauthorized sharing of personal information on the 

internet), and even job and career loss. For businesses, 

being canceled can result in massive hits to revenue; for 

nonprofits and other groups, canceling can lead to loss of 

donations or banishment from benefits provided to other 

nonprofits.

In 2020, dozens of celebrities, including bestselling 

author J.K. Rowling, have found themselves trending on 

Twitter along with the dreaded #cancel hashtag. It takes 

very little to earn being “canceled.” All Rowling did was 

affirm that biological males are fundamentally different 

from biological women. Actress Jodie Comer was 

“canceled” for allegedly dating a conservative. 

All Americans should be gravely concerned by this. 

The current trend to simply “cancel” any opinion that the 

far left deems unacceptable is a direct attack on the 

principle of free speech — and it assures the spread of 

radical ideology by making sure that anyone who 

expresses any other point of view is punished, silenced, 

and banished from society. 

The SPLC and its allies are working hard to make  

this happen. They have made deep inroads into major 

corporations and are actively working to force those 

corporations to fall in line with their radical agenda. For 

example, far-left groups have pressured MasterCard to 

stop processing donations to “hate groups” — and it 

SIGN the Philadelphia 
Statement to protect 
free speech. Visit 
ThePhillyStatement.org/sign

In a free society, everyone will encounter viewpoints they disagree with.  
That may be uncomfortable. But that discomfort is part of living in a free society.

‘‘  
J e r e m y  T e d e s c o

O p i n i o n

Cancel  
Culture  
Harmful For All  

Americans
By Jeremy Tedesco



 Pass on a legacy of freedom. 
Please contact ADF Foundation at 800-835-5233 or 

GiftPlanning@ADFlegal.org to discuss your legacy giving.

“I have named ADF as a beneficiary of my estate plan, to secure the 

great blessing of religious freedom for future generations.”
                      
— Marcia M.


